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Bloomsbury Trade, 2005. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. Neu Neuware, Importqualität,
Schnellversand mit dpd - In Rome, in 1979, a shy young Englishwoman called Julia meets Ennio.
The two fall deeply in love, but theirs will be a troubled affair, shrouded in secrecy and constantly
under threat. For Italy in 1979 is a country of violent radical politics: a dangerous, heady time, filled
with bitter hope and fear. And Ennio is one of the most wanted men in Italy, a member of the
notorious terrorist group, Sinistra Armata. Twenty years on, their daughter Lotte, brought up by a
grandmother in London, knows nothing of her parents love affair or the shocking events leading up
to her birth. But on discovering the truth, she journeys to Italy to reclaim her past - only to find her
mother s story haunting her more forcefully that she could have believed. Haunting, evocative and
moving, The Sunlit Stage is a breathtaking novel about love and self-discovery. 320 pp. Englisch.
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely great ebook with perfect and lucid answers. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. Its been
designed in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading through this ebook in which actually transformed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Libbie Farrell-- Libbie Farrell

An incredibly amazing book with perfect and lucid information. I was able to comprehended everything using this written e ebook. I realized this book
from my dad and i advised this ebook to understand.
-- Hank Ruecker DDS-- Hank Ruecker DDS
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